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SENSITMTY OF STABILITY INDICES TO DEALERTING
Gregory H. Canavan A stability analysis derived from current U.S. and Russian analyses is used to study the impact of dealerting on stability, indicating that it could be negative.
Introduction. It is reported ithat "more than 100 former or current heads of state and civilian leaders from around the world, including ex-presidents Jimmy Carter and Mikhail Gorbachev, have signed a statement that calls for removing nuclear weapons from alert status and other measures aimed at the eventual elimination of atomic arsenals ... reflecting mounting support for the cause of nuclear abolition..."' This note uses stability analysis derived from current U.S. and Russian analyses to study the impact of such dealerting on stability, indicating that it could be negative.
Exchanges between mixes of vulnerable and survivable missiles forces are studied with an aggregated, probabilistic model, which optimizes each sides' first and determines each sides' second strikes and costs by minimizing first strike costs' in accord with published Russian metrics? Dealerting is modeled through reducing the alert rate of SSBN forces. The contributions from single-weapon ICBMs after START 11 are small. It is assumed that ICBMs could be alerted more rapidly, so they are treated as at full alert. Aircraft-borne weapons are not counted in the analysis below because they are too slow to participate in first strikes and inadequately survivable to participate in second strikes under projected conditions.
Forces used approximate those after START 11." They are roughly symmetric, thus, each side has 500 single weapon ICBMs and 336 SLBMs with five weapons each on 15 SSBNs. ' The two sides in the strategic exchange ;ire labeled "unprime" and "prime" to maintain nationality neutrality, as dealerting and subsequent mobilization would have similar effects on both sides. The analysis predicts the first (F) or second ( S ) strikes unprime could deliver on prime and the first (F') or second (S') strikes prime could deliver on unprime.6 dealerted. If they are dealerted for periods long compared to those involved in the evaluation of first strike stability, dealerting has the same effect as permanent arms reductions, it subtracts them from first and second strikes. 'rhus, it is conceptually a way of implementing such reductions on an accelerated scale.
Dealerting forces removes them from first and second strikes for as long as they are
The effect of such reductions has been studied in earlier reports,77 which show that current and planned START I-11 reductions would decrease first strike stability indices about 36% (from 0.55 to 0.35), the dealert of submannes would reduce the index by about another factor of three, and that the posited Russian shift to highly alert ICBMs would increase indices by about a factor of two. Generally, vulnerable forces on one side provides the opponent an opportunity to minimize damage to self by destroying them, which reduces his first strike cost and index.
Realerting. If one side could realert, Le., mobilize, his strategic forces much faster than the other-or had hidden weapons, which serve much the same purpose-such rapid realerting would shift the balance from equal forces to one in which that side had a significant advantage. Those realerted forces would reduce the damage the other could produce in a first strike. The result of that advantage is studied below in terms of its affect on the allocation of first strikes, the magnitudes of those strikes, strike costs, and first strike stability indices.
Attack allocation. Figure 1 shows that as unprime's dealerting increases (his SLBM alert rate decreases), the unprime fractional allocation of his first strike to vulnerable prime missiles remains constant, while prime's allocation to vulnerable unprime missiles increases from about 0.2 to 0.4 in order to limit damage against the larger number of unprime missiles made vulnerable by dealerting.
Strikes. Figure 2 shows firsr: and second strikes. Unprime's first strike does not change because his allocation does not change, but his second strike decreases monotonically as prime damage limits. Prime's first strike decreases slightly because of his increasing allocation to missiles, but his second strike does not change under unprime's optimal allocation. cost of damage to self and incompkte damage to the other. Unprime's first strike costs are constant, but his second strike cost increase because of the progressive reduction of his second strike. Prime's second strike costs increase slightly because his increasing allocation to missiles reduces damage to unprime value, but his first strike costs decrease sharply because of his progressive reduction of unprime's second strike. the ratio of their first and second strike costs, and the compound index, which is the product of the individual indices. For low dealert, the top curve is the stability index for prime, which decreases from about 0.85 at 0.15 to 0.25 at 0.95 (5% SSBN alert). The drop is due to sharp reduction in prime first strike cost at high dealert, which reduces unprime's second strike. The second curve is unprime's index, which falls from about 0.7 to 0.55. The compound product thus falls from about 0.6 to 0.1. The current nominal alert rate of 0.4 (dealert of 0.6) gives a compound index of 0.4, so the reduction to.an alert rate of 5% would give a reduction by a factor of = 0.4 / 0.1 = 4.
Costs. Figure 3 shows the resulting first and second strike costs, which are the sum of the Stability indices. Figure 4 shows the stability indices for each side, which are taken to be Summary and conclusions. Dealerting strategic forces has been posited as a stabilizing step towards their abolition. Previous reports have shown that planned START reductions will reduce stability indices by about a factor of two. Dealerting would hasten those reductions. They would also raise the possibility that one side could realert faster than the other. If so, the remobilized forces could be used to damage limit, which would reduce his fiist strike cost and stability index. The impact of complete demobilization of SSBNs would be an order of magnitude reduction in the overall stability index, to a level set by alert ICBMs. Generally, it would be preferable to maintain any existing strategic forces at the highest level of alert to minimize this effect and to concentrate instead on decreasing their total number. 
